Stockholm, 13 december 2012.

Accent Equity Partners scholarship for non-profit achievements
Accent Equity Partners, an advisory company for investment funds focusing on small and medium sized
companies in the Nordics, has ordained a Scholarship named Tillsammans (Together). The Scholarship is
given to persons or non-profit organisations in the Nordic countries having made achievements that bring
people together. The “Tillsammans” Scholarship is awarded to the Missing People Sweden Society, Falu
IK Athletics Club and the society Nattvandrare i Trollhättan (Voluntary organization that walks the streets
at night to help those in need.
”We have ordained this Scholarship to support all good forces in the Nordics who realize the importance
of cooperation to create sustainable change within society, the school system, sports and other non-profit
organisations,” says Niklas Sloutski, CEO of Accent Equity Partners AB. ”We have named the
Scholarship Together to symbolize what we want to support.”
The Scholarship will be awarded yearly before Christmas and the winners are chosen in co-operation with
portfolio companies owned by Accent Funds.
Hööks and Mont Blanc in Borås nominated the society Missing People Sweden. The motivation for the
Scholarship of SEK 20,000 is: “Missing People Sweden is a non-profit organisation that helps the police
and relatives to find people that have disappeared. We want to support this voluntary work that fits very
well within the framework of the Together Scholarship.”
Scandic Hotel Swania in Trollhättan nominated the society Nattvandrare in Trollhättan. The motivation
for the Scholarship of SEK 10,000 is: “Night walkers have been active in Sweden since the 1980’s and
Nattvandrare i Trollhättan is one of many associations that voluntarily is creating natural contacts between
adults and young people. We want to support continued night walking in Trollhättan.“
ScandBook in Falun nominated the Falu IK athlete club. The motivation for the Scholarship of SEK
20,000 is: “Falu IK’s voluntary staff has fostered generations of young people into skilled athletes and
responsible citizens. We want to contribute to further developing the club’s youth activities.”

